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pigeonhole, you choose one of the numbers from 1 to 100, and arrange it into four groups of 25 with the number 1 in the first
group, the number 2 in the second group,..., the number 50 in the fourth group. In the second type of pigeonhole you choose
one of the numbers from 1 to 100, arrange it into four groups of 25 with the number 1 in the first group, the number 2 in the

second group,..., the number 50 in the fourth group. The example below was created using one of your choice of the
following: The values for the numbers in the two sets of 25 are unique. The random values for the numbers come from 1 to
100. The difference between the numbers in the two sets is 1 or 2. Challenge: Find the maximum difference between the

numbers in the two sets of 25. Want to see how you did? Check your answer below! I used the following: Computer
generated values. My number: 88.5. You took a while, but I'm pretty sure you got it! Your Time: 3:15 (About 3.15 times

faster than mine.) After I submitted the challenge I noticed a very simple solution. The maximum difference between the two
sets of 25 is 50 and it is achieved when the only difference between the sets is 1. Approach: Divide the numbers into two
groups of 25 with the largest difference between the sets in the first set and the smallest difference in the second set. The

examples below show the maximum difference as 50. Number 1: The difference is 2 and the next 25 numbers will be 2, 1, 0,
-2. The number that is closest to 0 is 44.The difference between the two sets is 14.
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Change" notification when you change
your IP address I recently changed my
IP address. In addition to the IP that I
got today, I also changed back to the
one that I have had for a while. The

configuration change takes place
automatically with no notification or

anything. What's the best way to let me
know that the configuration change has
taken place? I'm thinking of looking for
a notification, as well as checking the /v

ar/log/messages/{syslog,syslog-
auth,security} directories, but that
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might be a bad idea. A: You can add
that IP address to /etc/hosts. Some of

the DHCP clients send out ICMP echo
replies when they hand out a new

address, and sometimes that can be in
the form of a ping that says "hey,

someone new is doing DHCP
operations!" At least on some Linux
distros, the message is also sent to

/var/log/messages. Check there. It's
possible it might be in the syslog-auth
file. A: a DHCP server may send an

ICMP Echo Request to the target. You
can check for a message to that effect

in either /var/log/messages,
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/var/log/debug, or /var/log/messages
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